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AS , measure of college enhancement initiative, 1QAC of the college, makes it a 

practice to receive feedback from various stake holders such as students, alumni, 

cademic administrative superiors and tcachers, employers. 1QAC has plannca to 

TaKe feedback fronm Employer on curriculum in order to augment the pace or 

retorm and development towards better academic activity lcading quality 

mprovement of Curriculum. The feedback is taken on the following parameters. 

These parameters are assessed on Yes or No pattern. 

Large number of enployers is satisfied with the Industry related courses provided 
in the programme are sufticient. 

Many employers found the course outcomes related to the curriculum matching 
with employer expectations. 

All employers have satislied with the curriculum it has good balance between 
theory and application. 

All of the employers satisfied that the curriculum includes enriched content that 
meets the curriculum requirement for human resource orientation. 

Many 
internships/training/ research to the students. 

employers found that Curriculum were gives scope for 

The 1QAC is very happy to announce that the college is taking Industrialist as one 
of the member in Departments BOS member to improve the curriculum relevant to 
Industrial purpose. 

The Industrialists in Departments BOS has appreciated the curriculum. In this 
connection they also gave satistaction certificate on curriculum. 

As a part of all this college is conducting Job drives through JKC, and also gave placements to the students by collaborating with several industries. So in this 
connection students got placements through JKC in different industries. 



In this connection our college is implemented Skill Development course> Enhancement courses to enrich the industrial skills in Students. 
Skill 

In the year of 2020-2021 total 9 students got placements in different compune 
n those placements 3 students from BS.C Chemistry got employability in 
Anvitha Life care Pvt. Ltd, Industrial park, Nellore. 
3 students got employability in ITM Skills academy 

One of the students appointed as junior auditor in State Audit Department, Nellore. 
One more Student got employability in Fountainhead prep, Scientimental 
Educational services (OPC) Pvt . Ltd, Bangalore, Karnataka. 
One more student from BS.c Aquaculture got employability in Fisheries 
Department. 

Suggestions: 

Students needed to improve some IT skills. 
Add some Industrial related certificates courses in the curriculum. 
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